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Abstract

The cultural and natural heritage is one of the most precious treasures of our world and the
artistic tradition created by man. It dedicates of recognition and popularization of tradition and
highest values created by nature and mankind in years. The cultural heritage is intertwined in
single human values and creates natural world to those who are in Albania. Therefore, becomes
tangible capital importance of recognizing the value of this cultural historical, perspective
geographic and environmental. The cultural heritage consists of items such as: monuments,
groups of buildings and facilities sites. Those are important to this study because they provide a
concrete basis for ideas and can make them available. The familiarity with the works of art and
monuments of nature is an important part of that generation of one another as follow a
boundless wealth and values of human identity. The cultural heritage has two basic divisions:
material and spiritual heritage. Cultural heritage is an artistic and cultural production and
appreciated only by select time. An important part of it is the natural heritage. The aim of this
study is consists of promotion of the wider educational activities related to its historical values.
This study is selected to preserve the cultural heritage monuments effects of natural phenomena
and to promote legal improvements The methodology used in this study is to research the
natural and international legislation targeting legal unification with European Union countries
and bringing the high test standards governing the relationship between the legislative and state
monuments.
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